Fast has never
been so profitable

Electrolux Professional
High Speed Cooking

The game changer for you and your customers
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SpeeDelight:
360° innovation
Wow your customers with
the whole nine yards:
Branded signature features developed by professionals for professionals
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PERFECT SQUEEZE

Triple Play

Perfect Squeeze

A combination of 3 cooking technologies:
contact plates, infrared radiation and
microwaves, for a perfectly even temperature,
outside and in.
The upper plate settles with just the right
pressure at the touch of a button.

HAS YOUR BACK
Has Your Back
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Idea Matcher

The lid rises automatically when your
customer’s snack is ready. No burning it’s foolproof!

IDEA MATCHER

Let them experiment to their heart’s content.
Easy-to-use cooking options and quick-start
buttons for a potentially unlimited menu.

24/7 smart connection
SpeeDelight is so much more than a standalone
machine: it integrates perfectly with your customers’
outlet management systems so they can use data
flows to their best advantage. Thanks to the USB port

Money-saving
A quick-service restaurant serving
an average of 180 sandwiches
a day, 7 days a week, working 10
hours a day will save more than
€500* over the course of a year!
SpeeDelight consumes half the
electricity compared with other
solutions using microwave systems,
and that adds up to big savings.
Before you know it, they’ll be back
to buy another.

and wifi capability, using any mobile device,
they can track, upgrade and share cooking menus;
enjoy remote interaction with sister outlets worldwide;
and monitor any warnings or malfunctions.

Multiple targets
SpeeDelight is the ingenious
solution for everyone in the
business of serving snacks:
pubs & bars, QSR, coffee shops
and retail outlets that aim to
serve fine food with record
speed. Whatever your customer’s
business, SpeeDelight will come
to the rescue in terms of time,
money and quality.

Green technology
The exclusive Energy Saving Mode
is good for the environment and your
customers’ bottom line. Close the
cover once the stand-by notification
appears and SpeeDelight will
consume 60% less energy.

*Contact Electrolux Professional for details.

Customer care
With the SpeeDelight Advantage package, one-sizefits-all service is a thing of the past and assistance
is tailored to the customer’s needs. A complete range
of accessories and consumables will keep your
customer’s SpeeDelight in top condition, while
targeted troubleshooting in case of errors will solve
any problems quickly and with minimal disruption.

Marketing
Electrolux provides a complete and powerful
marketing package for SpeeDelight that will be
sure to captivate your customers. Digital, innovative
content including videos and online calculators,
plus a full range of POS materials.

